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PATRIARCHAL HEGEMONY AS SEEN IN T.S. ELIOT’S THE 

WASTE LAND  

ABSTRACT 

By: Noory Annisa Aulia 

The Waste Land talks about gender implied from the language of the poem. 

Gender as part of gender criticism has the endless development that makes 

interesting to analyze. Gender in The Waste Land is shown by the power of 

patriarchy embodies in this poem. Embodiment of patriarchy is implied through 

fictionality and foregrounding language in poetry. Later, embodiment of 

patriarchy in The Waste Land directs the researcher to explicate patriarchal 

hegemony as seen in The Waste Land. Patriarchal hegemony is seen through R.W. 

Connell theory, masculinity and Gramcy’s hegemony. The theory is used as tool 

of analysis in which to articulate men power as the important part in hegemony. 

Then it is understandable through the discourse as used in The Waste Land as it is 

well-known as the philosophical poem. This research uses descriptive qualitative 

method based on library research. The results show that patriarchal hegemony as 

seen in The Waste Land is seen through femininity and masculinity in The Waste 

Land, prescribing woman behavior and male dominance that are socially 

constructed not innate. The hegemonic way is presented through allusion. 

Keywords: patriarchy, hegemony, masculinity. 
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PATRIARCHAL HEGEMONY AS SEEN IN T.S. ELIOT’S THE 

WASTE LAND  

ABSTRAK 

Oleh: Noory Annisa Aulia 

The Waste Land membahas gender yang tersirat lewat bahasa puisinya. Gender 

dalam puisi yang merupakan bagian dari kritik gender akan terus berkembang dan 

memunculkan hal baru untuk dianalisis. Gender dalam puisi The Waste Land 

lewat kekuatan patriarki dalam puisi. Kekuatan patriarki ini dimunculkan lewat 

fiksi-fiksi dan bahasa yang apik. Kemudian hal ini membuat peneliti meneliti 

patriarki hegemoni dalam puisi The Waste Land. Patriarki hegemony ini dilihat 

melalui teori RW. Connell, maskulinitas dan hegemoni oleh gramcy. Teori ini 

digunakan sebagai pisau untuk mengupas kekuasaan lelaki sebagai bagian penting 

hegemoni. Untuk memahaminya, peneliti menggunakan diskursus sebagaimana 

The Waste Land merupakan puisi filosofis. Peneliti menggunakan metode 

deskriptif kualitatif berdasarkan kajian pustaka. Dari penelitian ini, hasil 

menunjukkan bahwa patriaki hegemoni dalam The Waste Land dapat dilihat dari 

femininitas dan maskulinitas dalam The Waste Land, cara penggambaran 

kebiasaan perempuan dan dominasi lelaki yang dibangun masyarakat bukan 

bawaan lahir. Pengungkapan hegemoni ini lewat alusi dalam The Waste Land. 

Kata kunci: patriarki, hegemoni dan maskulinitas. 
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MOTTO 

Life is only Once, if you use it well it is enough  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of Study 

Poetry as one of literary works has established the important history of the 

literature world. The existence of poetry that is hard to define, then it becomes an 

epic literary works. Epic poetry then evokes the soul of people as it is regarded as 

an artistic literary work. Poetry, as the artistic literary work reflects components of 

art whether from the contents and the forms. The development of poetry is also 

reflected through the forms, the themes, and the images as it is followed by 

modern period and contemporary works. The forms, the themes, and the images as 

artistic components are also inseparable from the language of poetry.  

Poetry integrates the complex relation between the various elements and 

compositions inside the language of poetry.  In addition, these elements bring to a 

lot of enjoyment for more appreciation. For T.S. Eliot the elements inside the 

poetry bring a more intellectual addition to the intensity of feeling (1909-

1935:19). As the example, reading the letter will be likely different from reading 

literature. Reading literature awakes the reader to enhance the elements and 

components of literature. As Culler states that in literature there are relations 

between the structure of different linguistic levels: between sound and meaning, 

between grammatical organization and thematic patterns (1997:29). Through 

poetry, this complex relation can be seen through the structure such as allusion, 

repetition, rhyme, and enjambment in poetry. Farther, the thematic pattern is born 
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into the extraordinary structure called the foregrounding language created from 

complex relation in poetry. 

As a foregrounding language, poetry gives space to the reader and the 

author to express the meaning behind the text. Poetry does not matter the 

differences, because the strange language is shaped as the foregrounding language 

to attract the attention on the text. The foregrounding language comes from the 

use of diction used in poetry. The chosen diction causes made the imagination of 

the reader. Farther, poetry also makes connection to the people. 

Poetry also connects people to the world by its fictionality. Culler states 

this special connection called as ‘fictional’ (1997:30). Fictionality is the result of 

literary work’s decisions between what should be explained and what the reader is 

presumed to know. It likes something imaginary rather than fixed results of 

literary works. From then on, a poem might have the fictional reflection through 

the contents inside. The various contents implying fictionality does not limit the 

character and the events inside literary works. 

The fictionality makes the relation between the author and the reader 

through interpretation. Interpretation relates to situations in the world from events 

recounted. By situations in the world, the interpretation is a freedom to the reader 

and is available to the endless time. Freedom of the reader is adaptive in different 

period so that the reader will understand the interpretation. Fictionality of poetry 

impacts the interpretation. 

Later, interpretation of poetry will reach the aesthetic object. The 

interpretation caused by integration of foregrounding language and fictional 
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aspect. To measure aesthetic is still debatable until nowadays.  Culler has 

mentioned, as Immanuel Kant told that the aesthetic is the attempt to bridge the 

gap between the material and the spiritual world between a world of forces and 

magnitudes and a world of concepts (1997:32).  

Poetry embraces people mind through the series of life. It is the media that 

has a complete series of life. The complete series such romantic to tragic are 

represented inside poetry that is later interpreted for the reader. Various 

interpretations are produced due to the content in the poem. Arnold mentions 

through Bertens that poetry probes life more deeply, is more sympathetic towards 

it’s immensely various manifestations, and is self-serving than anything else, and 

so we must turn to poetry ‘to interpret life for us’ (2001:3).Through all 

manifestations in poetry, it also proves various contents are able to embrace 

people’s mind. Later, people’s mind makes creativity through the language in the 

poem. 

Poem also increases the creativity for both the author and the reader since 

it uses the language as the medium for a poem. As Leech proposed, “The poet is 

nothing if not creative, and since language is his medium, one might well ask how 

he could be creative without using language in some sense creatively (1969:23). 

As Wimsatt and Beardsley also mentioned, “a poem can be only through its 

meaning—since its medium is words” (as cited in “The Intentional Fallacy”, 

2010:2). This means that the words are able to give beyond cited in the poem. By 

having the poem, the poet can extend all the creativities shared in various and 

sundry words inside the poem then the poem words enlighten the text itself. 
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Farther, there is no limitation for the usage in the medium of poetry. Poetry owns 

the number of creativities inside the contents of the poem. The contents are 

various started from love to tragedy, absurd and even religious contemplation 

come to the contents. One of the poetry is The Waste Land.  

The Waste Land has unique thing seen through the prosaic form of the 

poem. Abrams states, as John Dryden wrote that prose gets more “literary”—

whether its function is descriptive, expository, narrative, or expressive—it 

exhibits more patent, though highly diverse, modes of rhythm and other formal 

features (2009:288). The Waste Land has a form of free verse that makes the poem 

is more highly diverse in the contents. In addition, The Waste Land also has 

various rhythms in the lines which are more attractive talk about. These available 

compositions have a unique thing to expand more the beauty of The Waste Land. 

It is relevant to the statement of Michael North. For Michael North, The Waste 

Land is the most readily identifiable poem in the English language (2001:ix).  

This beauty is also seen through the contents instead of the composition of the 

free verse poem. 

The Waste Land as new version in the development of literary form which 

has free form, it also symbolized the thinking pattern of the poem. People might 

left the backward-looking ideas and transform to forward-looking circumstances 

in these development. Farther, the content as the experience of that time is also 

changed during the transformation else in the patriarchy-system which was merely 

appeared in that century. 
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The Waste Land, a masterpiece of T.S. Eliot, consists of 5 parts of the 

poem that remain curiosities in defining what the poem is really talking about. 

These parts are The Burial of the Dead, A Game of Chess, The Fire Sermon, 

Death by Water and What The Thunder Said. The Waste Land as a work created 

in the 19
th

 century, it could not be separated by the time of modernity. The 

modernity is seen through the form of the poem that is using a free form as the 

movement during the development of literature. Thus, the free interpretation to the 

content of The Waste Land is more varied certainly including in finding the 

meaning behind 5 sequences of The Waste Land during the period of modernism.   

The Waste Land talks about fertility. The fertility is seen through existence 

of Holy Grail that is regarded as the mystery of fertility. The existence is still 

mystery when the right time of this ritual. Holy Grail is a symbol that is used to a 

ritual tradition present that is used for fertility. Besides, as Fisher King is also 

mentioned, it strengthens to talk about fertility. The topic of fertility is got through 

the enjambment of the poem. However, the enjambment explains the 

interchange’s topic in The Waste Land. 

Approving The Waste Land meanings literally are even attempting strives 

as this poem is well known as the philosophical poem of the time. However, the 

researcher preferably measures The Waste Land as the text that is imparted to the 

politics of gender affecting to the social practice that is slightly embodied to the 

patriarchal hegemony. Patriarchal hegemony embodied largely making women are 

jailed in relation between men and women. 
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The relation between man and women in The Waste Land imparts of 

gender criticism.Gender criticism has the endless development so that this will 

always attract the researcher to do cutting-edge research along the time. As 

Abrams states that gender criticism is like gender studies as this will talk the 

social construction that is diverse, variable and dependent of historical 

circumstances (2009:132). The term of gender differs from sex which is 

biologically constructed. The gender criticism analyzes the conceptions of gender 

and their role in writing, subject matter and evaluation of literary works. This 

gender criticism invites the interesting fact undergoes in social as this will develop 

from time to time. Moreover, gender criticism in literary works always remains 

the interactive issue such as equity and equality in gender roles to be concerned 

with. 

The term of patriarchy has been perceived so that it refers to the 

monolithic concept since its existence in the Greek period. This monolithic 

overview makes men as the high standing community whether in society or in the 

family till nowadays through the social system. The social system can be seen 

through the patrilineal system, a system that traces man as the author of 

membership. Although there has been development of the system through 

observation of the social, it gives particular impact to the relation of men and 

women.  

  In the 1980s, there is new establishment in a field of men’s studies. This 

field of men’s studies did not contest the overall fact of patriarchy as for the 

1970s, the opposition of literary canon that mostly sustains racism, patriarchy, and 
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also imperialism has been leading concern among the critics during that period. 

Abrams has certainly mentioned that; 

Patriarchy-male privilege and domination over women throughout the 

social history of the West—but undertook to complicate and subtilize the 

opposition of oppressors and victims by stressing the variety of male roles, 

or “masculinities,” the internal stresses within each concept of masculinity, 

and the degree to which patriarchal dominance tended to distort the 

characters of men as well as women (2009:132). 

The existence of men’s studies as the renewal of period does not change 

that patriarchy grasps people mind although there has the development of the era. 

The grasping of patriarchy impacts to the life virtue which is represented through 

all media. One of the significance media that plays to embrace people’s mind is 

literature. 

The interesting issue in The Waste Land is the relation between the men 

and women which is not equally recognized. Inequality is seen that male has 

strong power in household. The power of man forces women to follow. Then there 

is no same voice between man and women. Though women’s voice attempts to 

resist the dominance of patriarchal society, the facts do not change the reality that 

male-dominated sphere is uninterrupted circumstance until the end of the time. 

There is still effected by patriarchal society that is seemingly hegemonic 

patriarchy. This hegemony patriarchy has been associated to the all aspects of 

society even it has been represented in The Waste Land.  

1.2. Research Question 

Based on the background of the study above, the writer formulated a 

question; 
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How is the patriarchal hegemony described in The Waste Land? 

1.3. Objectives of Study 

The study about gender has to be developed till the endless time. However, 

due to The Waste Land has the artistic elements of a poem, this research is 

expected to develop the more analysis in poem. In addition, the objectives study 

of this paper is to evaluate the patriarchal hegemony in The Waste Land. By this 

criticism, the writer can distinguish how is the portrait of patriarchal hegemony by 

that time that has been running. 

1.4. Significance of Study 

This research is primarily expected to increase the intellectual experience 

for the writer who wants to analyze the classical poem with the endless gender 

topic. Not only for the limited circumstance, by this is expected to bring wider 

range to whom are interested in gender, art and also social. This research is 

expected to whoever focusing in patriarchal hegemony so that it will more 

cutting-edge research due to the theme. Later, this research is expected to bring 

more equity and equality between man and woman.  

1.5. Literature Review 

The Waste Land  has been become the well-perspective poem so that there 

are some researchers or even the critics who are interested in previewing this 

poem involving gender issues as the main problem of this text. Thus, here are 

some researchers who had  tracked of The Waste Land research in topic of gender 

issues involving both patriarchal hegemony and women oppression. 
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Necla MORA has research entitled Reproduction Of Patriarchal 

Hegemony In Media Texts. The researcher states that human history has witnessed 

the establishment of male domination. Men power on ownership, religion, moral 

values signify an understanding legitimation approved by society caused by 

reproduction of patriarchal power. Thus, the patriarchal power is a male-

dominated structure formed in accordance with the interests of the government 

and finds its source of life in general public, practitioner of social norms. This 

study takes the reproduction and the construction of hegemony of the government 

performed through the men as the subject matter and its purpose is to reveal the 

role of patriarchal discourse on power/domination relations constructed and 

reproduced in the media texts. The patriarchal understanding and social practices 

are dominant features mainly in rural areas of Turkey where the traditional way of 

living is prevailing and this patriarchal approach is being transported to large 

cities and developed European countries by internal and external migration. 

Method of this study is focused on the commentary of patriarchy and power 

concepts represented by male dominance and how power relations are established 

and reproduced as communicative action will be discussed according to the theory 

of hegemony and the sociological analysis of the films " 40 sq. Germany" will be 

made according to the theory of hegemony.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

James Dean Warwood created Wasted Women: Modern Oppressions In 

T.S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land” in University of Montana (2013). Eventually, he 

also demonstrates how far the poem’s theme of social breakdown extends into our 

own society by  juxtaposing mythical women from Ovid’s Metamorphoses against 
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the contemporary characters from “The Waste Land”. As Warwood said T.S. 

Eliot has frequently been criticized for his misogynistic treatment of women in his 

poetry. Few, however, have considered the role his portrayal of women plays in 

supporting his poetic themes. The narrative space of “The Waste Land” is 

dominated primarily by women, both contemporary and mythical, who illustrate 

the brutal relationship between men and women. This intensely personal 

relationship, however, is analogous to the relationship of individual and society; 

like the individual, the women must make the decision to either speak out against 

their oppressors or keep silent and accept their circumstances. Either option places 

women at risk of further subjugation. In this way, the wasted scenography of “The 

Waste Land” acts as the backdrop to a crippled social world populated by 

subjugated individuals struggling to find their voice. Narrator portrays the female 

voice as the struggle against the ruined communication that characterizes the 

modern world. Contemporary and mythical characters converge in the poem, 

revealing the ineffectiveness of communication in a world where power barriers 

exist between the sexes.  

Another research was also presented by Herwanto under the title 

Diskriminasi Gender dan Hegemoni Patriarki from Universitas Airlangga 

(UNAIR). He states that society life which is using patriarchy structure, the power 

and the social-economic control are trusted to the men. Patriarchy culture is still 

used by Indonesian especially for Moslem. In Islam, man is the leader and is 

created in higher position rather than a woman.  In Qur’an also states that the man 

is truly more dominant rather than a woman. This means, that as long as people 
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are still implementing the religious values in Quran so that gender discrimination 

is still ongoing till nowadays. The question arouse is the society development 

opposed patriarchal hegemony. 

This research is going to see how patriarchy is structured in The Waste 

Land through the language as the power relation. The early assumption of this 

research is male-dominated sphere could not be ignored through time to time. 

Later, this research is going to analyze what are the more abstractions of 

patriarchal hegemony in The Waste Land. This research strives to see through 

close reading to make better understanding in the poem for reader. By using the 

discourse as the device to make deep understanding, this research will analyze in 

what kind of inequality between man and woman as the relation of both parties.  

1.6. Theoretical Approach  

Judith Kegan states that patriarchy as a historical organization of 

masculine supremacy about male sexuality in both its hetero and homosexual 

dimensions (2002: 54). The concepts patriarchy is precise terms for social worlds 

that operate along multiple axes of power and difference. 

Patriarchal hegemony indicated the sociology of gender that is constructed 

among social. The basic notion of gender is socially constructed while it is 

different with sex as it is biological sexed body. Patriarchal hegemony involves 

set of practice that is organized by identities called patriarchy which spreads 

among social.  According to Connell, gender can be defined as the ways in which 

the “reproductive arena”, which includes “bodily structures and processes of 
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human’s reproduction”, organizes practice at all levels of social organization from 

identities, to symbolic rituals, to large-scale institutions (1995:7). 

Patriarchal hegemony as part of gender also involves social practice. This 

social practice might respond to one particular situation then generate the structure 

of social relation. This called as gender relation that connects among people and 

group forming reproductive arena. Thus, the reproductive arena might cause 

mayor structures as the dominant. 

Connell states that gender needs 3 models of structuring the gender 

distinguishing the relations of power, production and cathexis (emotional 

attachment) (1995:73). These relations are particularly structuring gender practice 

in social. These relations based Connell; 

(a) Power relations. The main axis of power in the contemporary 

European/ American gender order is the overall subordination of women 

and dominance of men - the structure Women's Liberation named 

'patriarchy'.  This general structure exists despite many local reversals 

(e.g., woman-headed households, female teachers with male students) 

(1995:74). 

(b) Production relations. Gender divisions of labour are familiar in the 

form of the allocation of tasks, sometimes reaching extraordinarily fine 

detail. ( In the English village studied by the sociologist Pauline Hunt, for 

instance, it was customary for women  to wash the inside of windows, men 

to wash the outside (1995:74). 

( c ) Cathexis involving sexual desire is so often seen as natural that it is 

commonly excluded from social theory. Yet when people consider desire 

in Freudian terms, as emotional energy being attached to an object, its 

gendered character is clear (1995:74). 
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These relations engaging how patriarchy is structured as defining 

patriarchy specifically might cause debatable arguments. Giving the definition of 

patriarchy is the most challenging caused that will give particular assumption. 

This particular assumption is confusing due to each person has the different 

assumption due to the abstraction of patriarchy. Walby defines patriarchy as the 

system of social structures and practices in which make-dominated sphere is 

focused on (1990: 20).  

The existence of patriarchy could not be separated by historical events. 

The 1980s there is new establishment in a field of men’s studies. This field of 

men’s studies did not contest the overall fact of patriarchy as for the 1970s, the 

opposition of literary canon that mostly sustains racism, patriarchy, and also 

imperialism has been leading concern among the critics during that period. 

Abrams has certainly mentioned that; 

Patriarchy-male privilege and domination over women throughout the 

social history of the West—but undertook to complicate and subtilize the 

opposition of oppressors and victims by stressing the variety of male roles, 

or “masculinities,” the internal stresses within each concept of masculinity, 

and the degree to which patriarchal dominance tended to distort the 

characters of men as well as women (2009:132). 

As The Waste Land appeared in 1922 that means in the period before 

distorting the men characters, the characters of the men has mentioned as a 

powerful character in The Waste Land. This patriarchal dominance has been 

become a hegemony for the society. This dominance has been constructed in 
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social so that it has been regarded as something right. Meanwhile, it has not 

always been that right.  

Patriarchy as well as masculinity has strong connections to hegemony. 

Hegemony might be part of social practice that classifies whether certain class or 

race. Hegemony might show the certain class to have power from this class or 

race. Before jumping the patriarchal hegemony, people need to understand the 

history of hegemony. 

The term of hegemony introduced by Antonio Gramcy during the 

nineteenth century. As the term of hegemony widely echoed by Gramcy, Abrams 

states that this concept has a meaning that a social class achieves a predominant 

influence and power, not by direct and overt means, but by succeeding in making 

its ideological views so pervasive that subordinate classes unwittingly accept and 

participate in their own oppression (2009;184).  

Hegemony means the condition of ‘historic bloc’. The historic bloc 

happens in a certain class. This certain class means the social authority and 

leadership of subordinate class through the combination of power and agreement. 

B states through Barker that; 

Normal practice of hegemony in parliamentary classical regime is 

characterized by combination of power and agreement. The reciprocal 

relation between power and agreement are such ensuring the power existed 

through the major agreement by opinion of news paper or association   

(2004:63). 

For Gramcian, a practice in social that claims universal truth is regarded as the 

ideology which is actually support a power of certain class. Further, this ideology 
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could not be separated from daily practices. For Gramci, the ideology insists the 

practical action and moral in line to the religion that is secularly regarded as a 

belief between world conception and the norm (2004:63). 

Patriarchal hegemony as gender politics are practically among the main 

determinants. This gender politics is part of the gender relations that are a major 

component of social structure as a whole. Patriarchy as well as masculinity has 

strong relation to hegemony.  

Hegemony relates to the power constructed by certain class or race though 

the power is not always seem by powerful people. Connell states that: 

Nevertheless, hegemony is likely to be established only if there is some 

correspondence between cultural ideal and institutional power, collective if 

not individual. So the top levels of business, the military and government 

provide a fairly convincing corporate display of masculinity, still very 

little shaken by feminist women or dissenting men. It is the successful 

claim to authority, more than direct violence, that is the mark of hegemony 

(though violence often underpins or supports authority) (1995:77). 

Although Gramcy and Connell have theorized hegemony, both parties 

have distinctive the term in composing social structure. Both Gramci and Connell 

have hidden implication of all the hegemonic way. Thus, both have internal and 

external hegemony. As well as Demetriou states that; 

Although it would be very simplistic to equate hegemony in the arena of 

gender relations with class hegemony, there are some striking structural 

similarities in the two processes that cannot be ignored. Both Gramsci and 

Connell implicitly differentiated between internal and external hegemony 

(leadership/domination - hegemony over subordinate masculinities/over 
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women) and they granted primacy to the latter while the former is seen as 

a means to external hegemony, not an end in itself (2001:345) 

Connel states that hegemony is a form of masculinity that is never "infected" by 

non-hegemonic elements, which are instead confined "to ghettos, to privacy, to 

unconsciousness (2001:346). 

In addition, the world conception has made a patriarchal hegemony. This 

conception supported the certain class called patriarchy. The practice in daily 

activities unconsciously supports the men and insists the women to do so in based 

the norm. Messerschmidt states that: 

Gramsci’s writing focuses on the dynamics of structural change involving 

the mobilization and demobilization of whole classes. Without a very clear 

focus on this issue of historical change, the idea of hegemony would be 

reduced to a simple model of cultural control (2005:831). 

The world conception in The Waste Land is analyzed through the 

discourse in the poem to make abstract from the specific circumstances of an 

utterance inside the poem. As Abrams states that discourse is concerned with the 

use of language, continued over a number of sentences involving the writer and 

hearer in specific situational context and within a particular framework of social 

and cultural conventions (2009: 81) 

As patriarchal hegemony is part of the gender politics in the cultural 

conventions, then the discourse is impacted  through the conflict and also system 

of knowledge. Patriarchal hegemony itself is obviously imparted of gender term 

shown in social. Connell states that gender terms are contested because the right 
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to account for gender claimed through conflicting discourses and knowledge 

systems (1995:3).  

1.7. Methods of Research 

1.7.1. Type Research 

This research uses a descriptive qualitative method based on library 

research. This method is practically to explore and to analyze the meaning of the 

text ascribe to the human problem by gaining supportive literatures/books. Thus, 

qualitative research based on library research is an applicable approach to prompt 

the final research. As Cresswell states that qualitative research is given to those 

who engage a way of looking at research that honors an inductive style, a focus on 

individual meaning, and the importance of rendering the complexity of the 

situation (adapted from Cresswell, 2007).  

1.7.2. Data Sources 

The primary sources of data in this research are The Waste Land in Norton 

Critical Edition. The whole unity of this poem has strongly the primary data of 

this research. Then the formal objects of the data are obviously the lines of the 

poem inside the philosophical poem. 

1.7.3. Data Collection Technique 

There are several steps to collect and to consider the valid data in The 

Waste Land. Here is the following progress to find the data of this research. The 

first is finding data based on close reading. The close reading focuses on details 

related to the man and woman. Then the progress is continued by electing data 
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consisting patriarchal hegemony through the discourses in The Waste Land. Thus, 

the final progress is processing the data. 

1.7.4. Data Analysis Technique 

This data analysis technique enables the researcher to find the data to draw 

a conclusion. The technique of this research is started through explication. As 

Abrams states “explication de texte” that is meant as the stressing all information 

whether internal or external relevant to the full understanding of a word or 

passage (2009:217). This explication has effective way to connect the poem’s 

conflicts to the structural features of The Waste Land. Then it is continued through 

interpretation of The Waste Land. 

1.8. Paper Organization 

This research will consist of 4 chapters. These are chapter I, chapter II, 

chapter III and chapter IV. These chapters are introduction,elements of The Waste 

Land, discussion, and conclusion.  

Chapter I is entitled introduction. This introduction involves background 

of study, problems statement, objective of  study, significane of study. Besides, 

literature review, theoretical approach and  methods of study are also attached in 

this chapter. 

Afterward, the second chapter is elements of The Waste Land. These 

elements are defined through versification as the basic attachment in the Waste 

Land. Then the next chapter consists of discussion. The discussion of this poem is 

based on analysis as compulsory part in this research. Then, the chapter continues 

for the last. 
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Chapter IV  is the conclusion of this research. Therefore, the next chapter 

of this research concludes the depiction of  patriarchal hegemony as seen in The 

Waste Land. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESSTION 

3.1 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the researcher explicates the result of research related to 

patriarchal hegemony as seen in The Waste Land based on RW. Connell. As the 

patriarchal hegemony concerns to the gender politics, The Waste Land explicates 

the politic use through allusion in blowing up the patriarchal hegemony. This 

patriarchal hegemony measures from masculinities. 

Patriarchal hegemony is seen through masculinity as well to expose the 

control of man over the woman. Masculinity in The Waste Land is seen though 

male dominance, sexual intercourse, femininity and masculinity inside this poem. 

Soon afterward, these forms of masculinity are constructed by allusion to stress 

the power in The Waste Land.Patriarchal hegemony in The Waste Land is seen 

through that man whether individual or community does the politics over woman 

to strengthen their power. However, man does the politics through the society as 

well as it is socially constructed. 

The social construction is well preserved by allusion as seen in The Waste 

Land. The allusion is such as the mentioning of The Burial of The Dead, A Game 

of Chess, The Fire Sermon, Death by Water and What Thunder Said. These titles 

give reference to previous historical events so that internalizes to the mind. This 

allusion implies that normal practice is regarded that patriarchy owes agreement in 

placing certain position and dominates the women. 
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Patriarchal hegemony is also described through gender relation between 

men and women in The Waste Land. The normal practice such makes opinion that 

male has higher position by configuring practice in femininity, masculinity, sexual 

intercourse and male dominated sphere. The femininity and masculinity in The 

Waste Land is depicted through limitation of women’s roles. The limitation shows 

through reproduction, frightened women, women’s care, foolish woman and 

domestication of women.  

Besides, the higher position of man depicted through underestimating 

women’s behavior. This tendency is seen through prescribing women behavior 

that has strong relation to women’s beauty and sexualized women. Later, male 

domination sphere has preferably shapes opinion that male has power to control 

women. This is implied through sexual intercourse and internalized patriarch 

character. These depictions imply women do not have equity and equality. Thus, 

this is not inscribed to the holy Qur’an as mentions: 

رَهُمْ بأِحَْسَنِ مَنْ عَمِلَ صَالِحًا مِنْ ذكََرٍ أوَْ أنُْثىَٰ وَهوَُ مُؤْمِنٌ فلَنَحُْييِنََّهُ حَياَةً طَيِِّبَةً ۖ وَلنََجْزِينََّهُمْ أجَْ 

 مَا كَانوُا يَعْمَلوُنَ 

Whoever does righteous deeds, both men and women in a state of faith, 

then verily We will give him a good life and indeed We will reward them with a 

better reward than what they have done (an-nahl:97). 
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3.2 Suggestion 

After analyzing the data, the researcher suggests others who are interested 

in The Waste Land could conduct the research  more deeply. The topics related to 

gender politics, feminism, masculinity, stylistics might be interested to take more 

advantages inside The Waste Land. Probably, the more advanced research could 

be beneficiary in the world of academics. 

Moreover, things are still never enough inside this research. The researcher 

hopes this research would give a depiction of how’s patriarchal hegemony as part 

of gender politics runs in the world of literature. Any more suggestions are 

welcome for the sake of better research in this topic. 
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